
BURNING MAN is just degenerates, freaks, and deadbeats says the web as
'Burners' seek to rationalize their naivete

Web comments about Burning Man:

"It's a complete joke of a festival..."

"Burning man, is that where adults get naked in front of other people, some of whom were dumb enough
to bring their children?..."

"...that festival is nothing but a business that lures in idiot kids.." 

"At the next Burning Man, they should have a Die-in so they can all collectively join him at once (and
reduce global carbon emissions at the same time; win-win)."

"...because of this people have died from over doses of drugs,burned themselves alive,has spread
venereal diseases and it just contributed to the lowering or debasement of the culture...needs more
reasons?"

"Because the kind of in the moment, trivial, trite chemognosis that these people aim to attain is a
farce..."

"For intelligent, non-echo-chambered, rational adults attending Burning Man, you will find the attendees
to be very stupid, cult-crazed people who seem exactly like Airport Moonies, or Scientologists or
Rajneesh Cult members. 

"..70% of the people there are mentally ill narcissists who want people to look at them because they are
brain addicted to Facebook and desperately need to be looked at in order to have any sense of self-
worth. This appears to be the new staging ground for people who will grow up to be dumb surfers or
hookers..." 

"This is the whitest festival I ever saw. There are no black people here. All of the hot Millennial chicks
will screw anybody so inner city America really needs to drive up to The Playa and get the some Poon-
Tang..."

 

Silicon Valley's Secret Weapon: Burning Man - A "Painless Concentration Camp" -

Ritual of Technological Subservience - The Silicon Mafia - Social Engineering: A High Tech

Version of Woodstock - Attendees Have No Idea They Are Being Transformed - "Loving Their

Servitude" - Pentagon Tests Equipment at Burning Man Festival - Conflicts and Power -

Synergy Strike Force - "Everyone Is Equal" Except the Tech Billionaires Behind Burning Man

- Put People In Harsh Environments and They Bond - Shadowing Events - Technology

Outpacing Ability to Adapt

"The perfect dictatorship would have the appearance of democracy, a prison without walls in

which the prisoners would not dream of escape. A system of slavery where, through

consumption and entertainment, slaves would love their servitude."  -- Possibly falsely attrib

to Aldous Huxley  



 

Burning Man 2014 - the burn and massive pyro fireworks - Part 1

 

 

18 OMG Things You Didn't Know About Burning Man 

 

What Happens At BURNING MAN!? 

 

 

And now for some sobering facts connected to Burning Man: 

 

• Pentagon employees attend Burning Man 

• Watching those that are watching you 

• Strong Angel (Pentagon equipment testing at Burning Man) 

• Leadership of Burning man are well connected to the tech industry 

• Burning Man internal IT team leadership picks the best and the brightest including from: 

Twitter; Facebook; Google; Adobe; Department of Defense; White House 

• Very sophisticated technical IP network located at Burning Man 

• 80,000 attendees of Burning Man on wireless networks go through one single box 

• Head of IT for Burning Man: "Technology Dominatrix" 

• George Mason University (number 5 in the top 100 militarized colleges in the US; "spook

school") 

http://phibetaiota.net/2010/07/whos-who-in-peace-intelligence-dave-warner/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strong_Angel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Megan_Smith
http://spectrum.ieee.org/geek-life/profiles/profile-heather-cameragirl-gallagher-is-burning-mans-it-mastermind


• Pentagon provides the internet for Burning Man 

• Burning Man: Testing systems of population control 

• Electronic Frontier Foundation (created alt* discussion groups: alt.sex; alt.drugs; alt.binar

• Forget privacy it's over 

• Chief Technology Guru of Burning Man 

• Free pop-up cell phones available at Burning Man (military connections to open BTS; SIGIN

• Tech Titans involved with Burning Man: 

Elon Musk 

Mark Zuckerberg 

Larry Page 

Sergey Brin 

Eric Schmidt 

Astro Teller  

Jeff Bezos 

Jeff Taylor 

Bob Pittman 

Philip Rosedale 

Brewster Kahle 

Joby Pritzker 

Bob Wallace 

Many Hollywood celebrities

• Financial donors (confirmed): 

Rockefeller 

Schiff 

Pritzker 

Heinz

In the book Masters of Capital In America: The Seven Men published in 1911, its contents

discussed the seven families that own and controlled Wall Street. What is interesting is that

these same names are on the Burning Man donor list.   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Gilmore_%28activist%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brian_Behlendorf
http://gwob.org/communicating-in-the-middle-of-nowhere-with-openbts/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QTJFgDpXigc

